SPECIFICATION SHEET

PART NAME: DIMMER SWITCH
DESCRIPTION: Wall mounted variable output switch
PART No: HUSA07
VOLTAGE: 120, 208 and 240 volts @ 50 - 60Hz
CURRENT: 15 Amps
APPROVALS: CSA/UL E31373
FCC Part 15, Class B for radiated and conducted emissions

FEATURES:
Location Indicator, to find easily in a dark room
Smooth Action linear captive slide control
Surge Protection
Clean and stylish appearance
No visible heat sinks or mounting hardware
Flicker free, smooth, continuous dimming
Fits into a commercial 2 1/2” deep box
Solid state triac saves power when dimming
Configurable cut off level
One dimmer per heater

Note: See the Product Manual for more detail
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